A thought of the day in passing . . .

YOUR MOST PRIMARY RIGHT
No government owns you.
It exists to work for you.
It does not own your body.
Right or wrong does not enter into it.
Its life and death
Belongs to no one but you.
Don’t let any being or body take your power;
You belong only to yourself,
Or you are not a free being.
Then, if you would give of yourself,
It be an act of your own free will.
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ENLIGHTENMENT_________________________________________________________________________
The book; ENLIGHTENMENT, will be reprinted page by page daily on this site free and in full. For the less
patient, the book may be purchased in full from Bookstore.

ENLIGHTENMENT
by Tara

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK . . . for sincere seekers of Truth only!
(Reading may cause shock, death and Enlightenment.)

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)

Segment 10

~Enlightenment is one thing; awake is something else, and success in dreaming, yet another. ~

So, we have found that nothing is certain or known, true or real; not even our body
or mind selves – it is all beliefs, mind stuff - and if there be a reality, we forget it or do not
know it! Hence, we can call this life a dream and an illusion. Accept this as premise, and you
may consider yourself to be to some degree, 'Enlightened'.
It is one of the myths of Enlightenment, however, that “the truth will set you free".
Yes, it will, but not, perhaps, without you profoundly experiencing, remembering and applying
it. Perhaps, I say, because this, too, is a belief, as is all second hand information. In other
words, Enlightenment, here defined as, a direct knowledge of Truth as to 'the nature of reality'
and the whole of 'who and what you are' - is just the beginning. Remaining fully awake and
free while yet living is another issue altogether. In short, each person must investigate and discover
Truth themselves. Further, there are many levels, aspects and nuances to Enlightenment. Simply
hearing and understanding it is usually not enough. In most persons, even those having a direct

experience of Enlightenment, all is not fully revealed at once. And then, of course, there is the
possibility of dozing off, to forget again . . . and again and again, as one reenters one’s life. This
is the usual way of things. Awakening comes in flashes of Illumination, Enlightenment experiences
interspersed with mundane life and forgetfulness.
To be continued
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